EFFICIENT CONSTRUCTION
WITH EPS PRODUCTS
Wheter houses, shopping centres or swimming pools.
We produce shuttering bocks, insulation and fillers from airpop® and Neopor® for you.

EASY TO USE

THE COST-EFFECTIVE BUILDING MATERIAL.

APPLICAtIONS
- Housing bricks
- Swimming pool bricks
- Pour-in insulation
- Insulating plaster
- Insulation products
- Lagging

BENEFITS
- Cost-effective construction material
- Efficient heat insulation
- Polymeric fire protection
- Lightweight construction
- Easy to use
- Non-toxic and safe to use Stoffe

sales@schaumaplast.de

airpop® is the new name for Styrofoam®.
For more information visit airpop.de
EPP OR PIOCELAN INSTEAD OF AIRPOP?
Ask us for advice.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

FAST CONSTRUCTION USING SHUTTERING BLOCKS
EPS bricks are very easy to use and provide shuttering and insulation in one.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT RENOVATION
EPS PEARLS
Our pre-foamed EPS (density: 20g/l) is the ideal injection material for the energy-efficient renovation of old buildings – a super-insulator that’s flame-resistant, cost-effective and easy to use.